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Tactical
travel:
DIY v
guided

CATCHING THE SIGHTS
Sightseeing is another big expense – everything from
entrance fees to transport to get you from one location
to the next can add up. While exploring the major attractions on your own allows you to do it at your own pace,
a guided tour is more schedule-based but will cover
everything from the outset, which means you’re not
reaching into your pocket every day, making it a little
easier to stick to a budget. If you want to include some
add-on experiences such as a helicopter ride or wildlife
trek, it can be a little more economical when you do it
as part of a tour. “With our buying power, we try and
buy [the experiences] really cheaply, and we always pass
on that price [to the customer]. It can be cheaper than if
they walk up to that attraction or activity. And we’ll also
include in that price tipping and any taxes,” says Rolley.
If you are going down the DIY route, you’re likely to get
a better deal before you go rather than at the gate. Jayson
Westbury, chief executive of the Australian Federation
of Travel Agents, says chatting to your travel agent is one
way to save, as often they have access to special deals for
everything from day tours to tickets to major attractions.
“It’ll be very unusual that you’ll be paying more through
the agent,” he says.
That said, competitive prices are still available if you
want to book everything yourself. Milligan says you can
often organise car hire and activities on booking sites,
and by signing up for member programs such as Wotif
Mates Rates it can help unlock discount pricing, which
can stretch across to accommodation too. Also there are
often mobile-only deals that you can access simply by
making a booking via an app on your phone.
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When it
comes to
value for
money,
should you
organise
your own
getaway
or is a
guided tour
the way
to go?
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T

here’s nothing like counting down to a
holiday, but the reality is there’s plenty
of planning to be done before you even
think about packing. Not only do you want
to ensure that your itinerary ticks all the
boxes, you also want to make the most of every dollar.
With so many travel options available these days, does
it pay to go it alone or are you better off embarking on
a guided tour and letting the experts lead the way? Here
Money magazine weighs up the pros and cons of both, and
explores how to get more from your budget.
FLIGHTS AND ACCOMMODATION
They’re the two fundamentals of any trip: flights to get
to your destination and a place to stay when you get to
the other side. These days there are plenty of ways to
source both, whether it’s using an online booking site,
dealing directly with the operator or having a travel
agent organise it for you.
If you go the DIY route, be ready to commit plenty
of time to shopping around if you want to get the best
deal and stick to your budget. Booking flights and
accommodation at the same time, however, has its
perks. “If you can bundle your flight and your hotel
together at the same time, I know on Wotif, for example,
you can save up to $341,” says Chris Milligan, travel
expert at Wotif. “Hotels are definitely willing to offer
discounts when things are bundled up and packaged
together. This makes it a really cost-effective way of
booking your travel.”
On the other hand, when you book a guided tour
accommodation is taken care of, as are details such as

VALUE FOR MONEY
Whether you’re booking a DIY trip or guided tour, you
want to be sure you’re getting the most out of every dollar.
Speaking to a travel agent is one way to access exclusive
deals for flights, accommodation or tours.
“Those exclusives can usually be red hot because the
travel agency will have negotiated them for that reason,
so that they’ve got a proposition for their customers,”
says Westbury.
While planning your own trip offers a lot more flexibility,
a guided tour can offer add-ons that enhance your travel
entrance fees to key attractions, and most meals and
transfers. While you can’t choose the hotels, you can
opt for a tour package that suits your budget, which will
be reflected in the type of accommodation you stay at.
Bear in mind that tour prices are fixed and don’t cover
flights, so when booking ask the tour operator or your
travel agent (depending on how you choose to book)
about any flight deals they have on offer.
“ We’l l a lways t r y to l au nch w it h a n a i r
deal because we work really closely with the
airlines and we get a contracted rate early on,”
says Brooke Rolley, product manager for North America
at Travelmarvel. “For example, at the moment I have a
couple of deals out there. On one particular tour it’s a
fly free, on another tour it’s two for one, which is you
pay for one flight and get another one free.”
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A guided
tour can
offer addons that
enhance
your travel
experience

experience. Rolley says that because of the volume of
travellers Travelmarvel looks after, it is often able to
book experiences on the tour such as dinner at a unique
location that you may not get if you were travelling on
your own or in a small group, simply because it requires
having to hire out an entire venue. Also there’s the added
benefit that because everything is booked as a group, you’ll
often bypass the queues at major attractions, leaving you
more time to take in the sights.
One thing many travellers might overlook when planning
a trip is what would happen if an unexpected event took
place, such as an emergency or flight cancellation. While
they’re unforeseeable circumstances, going on a tour
means having a team at your disposal to sort out any
issues – something that offers peace of mind if you’re
an inexperienced traveller. Organising your own travel
plans means all that falls to you. While there might only
be a small chance something could happen, it’s still worth
taking into consideration when planning your trip.
Ultimately, whether you’re co-ordinating your own
trip or want to leave it to the experts and book yourself
on a guided tour, there are a number of ways to ensure
you get the most from your budget. And as with all
things, when it comes to saving money, you have to
be prepared to do your research and shop around. M
This report was sponsored by APT Travel Group but was
independently researched and written.

The fairy tale with French wine
and other souvenirs

F

ive years ago, Sydney-based Janet Smith*, 55, travelled to the French
Riviera on a cruise with her ‘second’ mom. She explains how different
the experience was to her backpacking days:

Travelling to the French Riviera was something that I thought only happens
to rich people or celebrities. But then I received an email from my favourite
aunt who lived in Hawaii.
She was planning to go with a group of her closest friends to the French
Riviera as a ‘bonding’ trip and if I came, she could get a group discount.
She gave me a year’s notice and an itinerary of what the trip would look
like. All the information I needed was in one nifty package: the weather, the
cruise stops, the food and drinks on board and the attractions.
Like any seasoned traveller, I did a ‘compare and contrast’. How would the
same trip look like if I did it myself? By the time I finished my computations,
the DIY was more expensive and I would have to skip some of the guided
travel inclusions. Worse, it was hard to coordinate it with my aunty because
she was US-based and I had no guarantee that prices wouldn’t change by
the time we both booked.
After the comparison headache, my aunty and I went with the cruise. The
amenities were great, the Wi-Fi connection was bliss (very important as I
still had to check on work) and I felt safe in the company of the tour group
for the entire stay. It also meant my aunty’s friends could do their own thing
at times and we could all relive the experience on the sundeck. On our last
day, our tour guide, whose father owned a local vineyard, gave us a special
tour of his town sans the extra fee.
*Not her real name.
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